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Chapter 9 9
Identity and Subversion in Babylon

Strategies for "Resisting Against the System"
in the Music of Bob Marley and the Wailers1

J Richard Middleton

J ah! Rastafari! is an exclamation of enormous evocative power, as any-
one who has spent much time with Rastafarians can attest. Often ac-
companied by a wild shake of dreadlocks, this exclamation, which is

part praise to the Creator and part self-identification, communicates a pos-
itive, energy-charged, leonine roar of assertion.2 Indeed, it constitutes a
counterassertion, a claim to dignity and power boldly made in the face of
other claims in this often dehumanizing world-claims, and a world, typi-
cally characterized by Rastafarians as "Babylonian." Counterassertion has
always been central to Rastafari. From its origins as a millenarian cult of the
black underclass in Jamaica during the 1930s, Rastafari has been a power-
ful movement of protest against the oppressive status quo. But its protest
has not been simply negative. On the contrary, Rastafari has from the be-
ginning attempted to subvert the status quo by proposing an alternative
consciousness and identity for black Jamaicans. Today, Rastafari has devel-
oped into a vibrant spiritual vision and social force for black dignity
throughout the world. A major carrier of this vision was reggae songwriter
and musician Bob Marley who, together with Peter Tosh and Bunny Liv-
ingston3 (originally known as the Wailers), communicated in song the
power of the Rastafarian vision to many in North America, Europe, and
Africa, especially in the 1970s.4

The burden of this chapter is to examine the lyrics of representative songs
of the three Wailers, in order to elucidate their strategies for "resisting against



the system,"5 that is, for maintaining an alternative consci~usness and ide~-
tity in the face of the dehumanizing worldview of the dommant order. I will
highlight two main strategies of resistance found in the Wailers' lyrics: The
first is the appeal to historical memory, specifically to a macro-narrative of
resistance, beginning with the Bible and continuing into the present day,
and the second is the appeal to God's intent from the creation of the world
as an alternative to the status quo. Particularly in connection with the latter
strategy, I will address theological differences between Marley, Tosh, and Liv-
ingston-differences that are not ethically neutral-and will conclude by
grappling with the issue of what constitutes appropriate subversion and
identity-formation in "Babylon."

Speaking anecdotally, although I am, by training, a biblical scholar and
not an interpreter of popular culture or music, I have been de facto apply-
ing my hermeneutical skills for years to both biblical texts and popular
music, including reggae.6 Besides utilizing popular music for the past 20
years in lectures and presentations on the relevance of the Bible for c~~tem-
porary culture, I have experimented recently with a course o~ the SPlfltual-
ity of popular music. In the music of Bob Marley and the Wallers I find my
interest in the function of biblical narrative, Old Testament creation theol-
ogy, and especially my research on humanity as imago Dei (image of God)
in Genesis 1, coming together with my love of reggae, which seems to pul-
sate naturally through my Jamaican blood. But it is not just reggae music as
a gente or a cultural idiom that interests me here. ~ a ~hite Jamaican ~hris-
tian of British and Sephardic Jewish ancestry migrating from Jamaica to
Canada in 1977, a migration "fueled" by the economic hardship of the oil
crisis in the mid-1970s, the content of Marley's music (the lyrics, rhythm,
and melody fusing into a unified complex) has helped me to clarify my own
identity, both culturally and religiously, in the Caribbean diaspora. So there
is a sense in which these reflections constitute my coming to terms with an
important part of my own heritage.

Apart from the fact that biblical scholars do not usually engage in popu-
lar music analysis, it may seem more unusual for an academic essay to be so
personally revealing. Here I think it is important not simply to accept the
hegemony of North Atlantic paradigms of what constitutes good scholar-
ship, but to continually press and tease the boundaries of our disciplines.
Thus, I am unapologetic both about "debordering" biblical studies to in-
clude popular music analysis and about "locating" my own interests and ~o-
tivations in an academic exercise. Not only are these moves quite
appropriate-contrary to the idea of "pure" disciplinary distinctions and the
myth of objectivity-but they are necessary moves in my case, since two of
the major influences on my religious consciousness in the late 1970s and
early 1980s were biblical creation theology (especially the notion of human-

ity as image of God [imago Del1 in Gen. 1:26-27) and the music of Bob
Marley and the Wailers. These influences together empowered me to resist
the dehumanization of North American consumer capitalism into which I
was thrust and the Western progress myth, which beckoned me to join at the
altar of mammon. And the flipside of that resistance is that I was empow-
ered to sustain an alternative identity as imago Dei, with its gift of human
dignity and its call to responsible action for justice and blessing in a world
that belongs to Jah.

A Sociopolitical Reading of Imago Dei as Ideology Critique

It was because of the importance of the Genesis imago Dei text for my own
worldview that I was led, as a biblical scholar, to reflect over the past several
years on what it means to be created in God's image. One strand of that re-
flection consists in a literary-rhetorical reading of Genesis 1, which explores
the model of divine power portrayed in the text and inquires into what sort
of human power (in God's "image") the text's portrayal of God might au-
thorize.7 More relevant for our purposes in this essay, however, is a sociopo-
litical reading of the imago Dei. Here it is crucial to read the notion of image
together with the mandate to rule (Gen. 1:26-28). Starting with the schol-
arly consensus that Genesis 1 (technically 1:1-2:3, which is a single literary
unit) has its origins in the Babylonian exile, I have come to read the imago
Dei text as making a counterideological claim. To understand that claim and
the ideology that this text was countering, three sets of data are crucial. The
first is the near unanimous testimony of Babylonian, Assyrian, and Sumer-
ian creation myths that the overarching purpose of human beings is to serve
the gods, by which is meant the obligation of cultic and financial upkeep of
temples (with their elaborate rites) and the entire temple economy.8 This in-
volved providing sacrifices as food for the gods to be offered daily before
their various cult statues-in which the gods were embodied-and, of
course, repairing the temples when necessary and sustaining the livelihood
of the priests. The mass of humanity were thus viewed as something like in-
dentured laborers on the temple estates of the various deities, to whom they
owed obligation.9

The second set of data is that in the ancient Near East, kings (and some~
times priests) were described as the image of a god. 10 While the idea is well- '
attested in Egypt over many centuries, it is less well-attested in
Mesopotamia, and in fact the extant Mesopotamian texts are of Assyrian,
rather than Babylonian, provenance-although one text is written by a
Babylonian priest describing an Assyrian king. This designation of kings as
image of Amon-Re, Horus, Enlil, Shamash, Marduk, etc., is part of the per-
vasive royal ideology of the ancient Near East, legitimating the divine right



of the monarchy as an institution of the gods, serving to bring order to the
chaos of political and social life. As image of god, the king (and, by exten-
sion, this could be applied to priests) functioned as the divinely authorized
mediator of blessing from the gods, enacting the divine will on earth. II

The third relevant set of data for our purposes constitutes the Babylon-
ian myth sometimes called the "Epic of Creation," also known by its first
two words in Akkadian, Enuma Elish.12 In the sixth century, this particular
epic functioned as the charter myth of the neo-Babylonian Empire. Two
facets of the Enuma Elish are particularly important for interpreting the
imago Dei in Genesis 1.13The first facet is that the creation of the cosmos is
effected by a violent act in primordial time. The young heroic god Marduk
slays Tiamat, the old mother goddess cum sea monster (who represents the
forces of chaos), and constructs the universe out of her dead carcass. Paul Ri-
coeur, among many others, has discerned how this primordial violent act of
cosmos-making becomes the mythic legitimation of Babylonian imperial ex-
pansion, since the king, standing in for Marduk (image of Marduk) van-
quishes the enemies of Babylon, who are regarded as the historical
embodiments of the chaos monster, and thus reestablishes the social and po-
litical cosmos in historical time, in imitation of the god's establishment of
the broader cosmos in mythical time. 14

The second facet of the Enuma Elish that is relevant for our topic is that
while the myth agrees with wider Mesopotamian creation theology that hu-
mans are created to serve the gods, it puts its own particular spin on this no-
tion. According to the Enuma Elish, after Tiamat was defeated and the
cosmos created, Marduk decided to alleviate the burdens placed on the de-
feated (and demoted) deities who had supported Tiamat, these burdens
being precisely the upkeep of the temple economy. But ins~ead of simply set-
ting them free from the burdens of their labor with a full pardon, so to
speak, it is decided that Tiamat's consort, the god Qingu, who had also op-
posed Marduk, would be killed, and from his blood humans would be made
in order to take over the workload of the captive rebel gods. Not only, then,
are humans created as indentured servants of the (higher) gods, but they are
created out of the spilt blood of a deity who is, in effect, regarded as demonic
and certainly an enemy of Marduk, the patron god of Babylon. IS

This entire ideological complex of royal ideology and creation myths, es-
pecially the Enuma Elish, thus represents a worldview that would have been
antithetical to the Yahwistic faith of the Judean exiles in the sixth century.
For not only did it portray a god besides Yahweh as supreme, but it por-
trayed the world in essentially dimorphic or dualistic terms, such that order
or righteousness or cosmos is imposed on (or wrested from) chaos or evil, by
an essentially violent act-which is quite different from the portrayal of cre-
ation in Genesis 1. And it further portrayed the mass of Babylonian hu-

manity-.and especially any conquered and captured peoples, like the
Judean exiles-as of inferior status vis-a-vis the king (and, in practice, the
royal and priestly elites of Babylon), who alone stood coram Deo (before the
face of God) and who mediated the presence and blessing of deity to the
masses on earth. Genesis 1, then, and especially the notion of humans as the
image of God, granted royal power in the world, is meant to resist and sub-
vert Babylonian ideological claims about the subservient status and function
of humanity. It does this by its counterclaim that God granted a royal iden-
tity at creation to all humanity, male and female (exiles included).16

The Importance of Alternative
Consciousness in Bob Marley and the Wailers

In light of this analysis of the meaning of the imago Dei, it is intriguing that
Peter Tosh, in the Red X tapes-which he recorded as his autobiographical
reflections-appeals to the biblical notion of humanity as the image of God,
precisely as a mode of resistance against the dehumanization of racism. Tosh
recounts his exposure to the Christian Church of his youth.

Then they started to teach me of the devil, and Satan, and hell. They teach me
of the Christians. But they made sure that they teach me that Jesus, the son of
God, was a white man. When I ask why am I black, they say I was born in sin
and shaped in iniquity. One of the main songs they used to sing in church, that
makes me sick, is "Lord, Wash Me and I Shall Be Whiter Than Snow."

In my search, I heard of the name "God." I go to church and they say God
made man of his own likeness and image. If I make a doll in my image it is
quite obvious that the doll must look like me. Yet still I am faced with the ig-
norance, lost into fantasy, seeking to find the reality in what they taught me
of this religion, of GodY

In the midst of this spiritual confusion and search, it was the "image of God"
notion that provided the initial breathing room for the adolescent Tosh in a
stifling, oppressive context, by evoking a sense of dissonance from the anti-
black rhetoric and theology he found in the Christian Church.

But resistance to the dominant worldview is not limited to Tosh's auto-
biographical reflections. It is found extensively throughout the music of' ,
Marley, Tosh, and Bunny Wailer. One of the clearest examples is located in
Marley's unforgettable words in the second stanza of "Redemption Song."

Emancipate yourselves from mental slavery
None but ourselves can free our minds
Have no fear for atomic energy
Cause none of them can stop the timelB



Although concrete social and economic oppression-including the threat of
nuclear war between the superpowers-is very real for Marley, he is aware
that without an alternative consciousness with which to resist the "mental
slavery" of the ideology behind the social and economic reality of oppression,
it would be impossible to survive this reality (this "shitstem" or "shituation"
as Peter Tosh liked to call it). So in the song "Exodus," where Marley appeals
paradigmatica1ly to the biblical memory of both the Exodus and the Baby-
lonian exile (superimposing one on the other, as is typical among Rastafari-
ans), he focuses not only on social and economic bondage and liberation,
but also on this inner bondage (or mental slavery) and calls the listener to
self-awareness and spiritual liberation.

Open your eyes and look within
Are you satisfied
With the life you're living?
We know where we're going
We know where we're from
We're leaving Babylon
We're going to our Father's landl9

Bunny Wailer, too, in "Moses Children," uses the exodus/bondage
metaphor to describe his own present circumstances and highlights the im-
portance of alternative consciousness.

My burdens-sweating like a slave
to live another day
My burdens-if I didn't follow my mind
I would be gone astrafo

This emphasis on resistance by means of "following your mind," that is, an
internalized alternative consciousness, surfaces in many other songs. Thus in
"Could You Be Loved," Marley sings:

Don't let them fool you
Or even try to school you, oh! no
We've got a mind of our own
So go to hell if what you're thinking
Is not righrl1

All in all you see wa g'wan
Is to fight against the Rastaman

So they build their world in great confusion
To force on us the Devil's illusion22

Marley thus sees a spiritual battle taking place, a battle of ideologies. And in
'~bush in the Night," a song referring to both literal and ideological am-
bush, stanzas one and two contrast the claims of the Babylonian system with
Rastafarian claims, by a change of only a few words.23 First the lines from
verse one:

They say what we know
Is just what they teach us
We're so ignorant

Well what we know
Is not what they tell us
We're not ignorant, I mean it24

This false attempt by the system to teach or educate the masses, and the need
for them to resist, is an important theme for Marley. Thus the opening
words of "Babylon System" are:

We refuse to be
What you wanted us to be
We are what we are
That's the way it's going to be
You can't educate I
For no "equal opportunity"
Talking about my freedom, people
Freedom and liberry25

And the chorus appropriately calls on the listener to "rebel, rebel." This re-
bellion or resistance is celebrated in "One Drop," a song highlighting the
distinctive reggae drumbeat (the third beat on the snare drum) and likening
it to the pulsating of the heartbeat that sustains life.26

So feel this drumbeat
As it beats within
Playing a rhythm

, Resisting against the system

And a little later in the song the ideological or spiritual choice is made clear
as Marley sings:



Give us the teachings of His Majesty
For we no want no devil philosophy

And, of course, the'Christian Church does not get off scot-free on this
analysis, but is viewed as a part of the problem (participating in the "devil
philosophy"). Besides the fact that Tosh indicts white Christianity in the Red
X tapes, we have those powerful lyrics of protest from Marley in "Crazy
Baldhead."

Build your penitentiaty,
We build your schools,
Brainwash education to make us the fools.
Hate is your reward for our love,
Telling us of your God above.
We gonna chase those crazy baldheads our of town.27

Here it is crucial to realize that the operative word in the line that summa-
rizes the content of the "brainwash education" is "above." It is the Christian
teaching about a God "above" -who is disconnected from this world of suf-
fering and blackness-that Marley protests.

An interesting commentary on this traditional religious language of
transcendence and "height" is found in the first verse of "Get Up, Stand
Up," a song cowritten by Marley and Tosh.28 What follows is Tosh's version
from his 1977 Equal Rights album, not only because I think it is better mu-
sically, but also because he adds a line about "duppy," which Marley's ver-
sion does not have. By use of this term, which means roughly "ghost" (with
a hint of the demonic), Tosh relegates Christian preachers to the realm of
the dead.

You preacherman, don't tell me,
Heaven is under the earth.
You are duppy and you don't know
What life is really worth.

"Heaven is under the earth"? Is that what Christian preachers say? Tosh's im-
plicit point is that it makes as much sense to say that heaven and God are
"under" the earth as "above" it. Both notions are equally absurd. And the ab-
surdity is expressed lyrically by using the more atypical formulation. 29

That this absurdity is, in fact, the point, becomes explicit in the second
verse, which mocks the fundamentalist Christian doctrine of the "rapture,"
the ~eturn of Christ to take believers out of the world. Again, this is Tosh's
verSIOn.

Cause you know, most people think,
A great God will come from the skies,
And take away every little thing
And lef' everybody dry.
But if you know what life is worth,
Youwould look for yours
Right here on earth
And now we see the light,
We gonna stand up for our rights.
Come on! Get up, stand up

So it becomes clear that this ideological battle, focusing on an inner liber-
ated consciousness, is not meant as an escape from the harsh realities of the
external conditions of life (as it might be in some varieties of Christianity
that counsel escape from the world), but, on the contrary, is meant to focus
us resolutely on this world (on earth), while giving us power and hope for
living in this world, even when we have to go against the dominant order of
things.30 How does this alternative consciousness give us hope? How does
that actually work? I want to suggest that it works in two main ways. It
works by appealing either to historical (especially biblical) precedent or to
God's "creational" intent.

Appeal to Historical Memory to
Fuel Alternative Consciousness

It is quite clear that for Marley, Tosh, and Bunny, the central historical prece-
dent appealed to is the biblical complex of exodus and exile. That complex
views the present world order as "Babylon," a system of bondage and op-
pression that represents everything from the West African slave trade to colo-
nial and neocolonial class structure, racism, economic deprivation, police
brutality, as well as ideological bondage or "mental slavery." In contrast to
"Babylon," there is "Zion," Ethiopia, or Africa generally, which Marley calls
"our Father's land" (in "Exodus"), to which Jab is guiding his people in a
new exodus/return/repatriation, led by various prophetic figures,31 "Give us
another brother Moses," sings Marley in "Exodus." But in addition to
Moses, Marley's lyrics mention biblical heroes like Solomon, whose lineage
leads to Ethiopian emperor Haile Selassie I (in "Blackman Redemption");
the Hebrew children Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego in the fiery furnace
(in "Survival"); David, who slew Goliath "with a sling and a stone;" and
Samson, who slew the Philistines "with a donkey's jawbone" (in "Rastaman
Live Up"). And, although not explicitly naming him, Marley also alludes to
Joshua when he sings "it remind I of the days in Jericho," likening the ritual



procession around the city to Nyabingi dancing at a groundation ceremony
("Jump Nyabingi").32

But Marley not only retells the biblical story, citing paradigmatic biblical
characters and events, he updates the story to include the black struggle
against slavery, racism, and oppression in the post-biblical epoch. In "So
Much Things to Say," for example, he mentions, as parallel examples, the
historical marginalization of Jamaican national heroes Marcus Garvey and
Paul Bogle, along with the crucifIxion of Jesus (pronounced Jess-us to dis-
tinguish the Rasta understanding of the Messiah from the Christian Jee-zas).
He then encourages his listeners not to ignore their own history, which in-
cludes these leaders and their stories. ,For Marley, this historical memory is
crucial to both his own and his listener's identity.

I'll never forget, no way
They crucified Jess-us Christ
I'll never forget, no way
They stole Marcus Garvey for rights
I'll never forget, no way
They turned their backs on Paul Bogle
So don't you forget, no youth
Who you are
And where you stand in the struggle33

Likewise in "Rat Race" Marley appeals to the resources of historical memory
as a means of sustenance in the rat race of life, full of "political violence."

Don't forget your history
Know your destiny
In the abundance of water
The fool is thirsty
Rat race34

What is going on here in this appeal to biblical-historical memory is, I
believe, two-fold. On the one hand, and more generally, is the well-known
fact that identity is narratively formed. That is, it is by the conscious "in-
dwelling" of a larger story of meaning, a story larger than the individual self,
and beyond the confInes of the dehumanizing present, that we fInd mean-
ing for our lives and come to a sense of self-identity, in a manner that en-
ables us to resist the dehumanization of a world system undergirded by its
own large story or metanarrative. So memory shapes identity.35 And
counter-memory shapes alternative identity. But, secondly, and more specif-
ically, what we fInd is that this larger story of redemption, stretching from
the exodus to Marcus Garvey and beyond, constitutes a series of paradig-

matic examples of protest, resistance, and redemption, which by their para-
digmatic or precedent-setting qualities, can motivate us also to protest and
resist the dehumanizing present and to work-in hope-for redemption in
the present. That is, we are motivated to participate in the ongoing story.
This illustrates very well the famous dictum of communitarian philosopher
Alasdair Macintyre, articulated in his book After Virtue. Macintyre writes: "I
can only answer the question 'What am I to do?' if I can answer the prior
question, 'Of what story or stories do I fInd myself a part?"'36 Both identity
and ethical action are narratively shaped.37

Appeal to God's Creational Intent
to Fuel Alternative Consciousness

But appeal to historical precedent is only one strategy to generate a hopeful
alternative consciousness and way of life. The other strategy is by appeal to
creation, specifIcally to God's creational intent from the beginning, which
can call into question the status quo, that is, the present unjust order of
things.38 Thus we have Marley's famous song, "One Love," which, in my
opinion, is probably the best song Marley ever wrote.39 The power of a cre-
ation theology to sustain hope is evident in these lines found in the very cen-
ter of the song:40

As it was in the beginning (One Love!)
So shall it be in the end (One Heart!)
All right!

Notice how different this is from the Gloria Patri, which is often sung in
liturgical churches: "As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be,
world without end."41 Those lines absolutize the status quo as God's eternal
will, with no hope of change, whereas Marley's lyrics assert that this world (of
present injustice) will one day again manifest God's creational intent-it cer-
tainly does not do so now. But "One Love" is even more profound than this.
The phrases "One Love!" "One Song!" and "One Heart!" which are repeated
throughout the song, constitute a reiterated call to reconciliation, even with
"hopeless sinners." Marley speaks of fIghting a spiritual battle (an Armaged-,
don) for the unifIcation of the human race and for reconciliatio'n with God,
because he does not want anyone to have to face judgment at the eschaton:

Let's get together to fight this Holy Armagiddyon (One Love!)
So when the Man comes there will be no, no doom (One Song!)
Have pity on those whose chances grow thinner
There ain't no hiding place from the Father of Creation42



But perhaps the most profound lines of all come in the first verse, where
Marley's creation theology leads him to challenge those who, like the Phar-
isees in Jesus' day, are scandalized by the radical forgiveness the Gospel of-
fers to sinners.

Let them all pass all their dirty remarks (One Love!)
There is one question I'd really love to ask (One Heart!)
Is there a place for the hopeless sinner
Who has hurt all mankind just to save his own?
Believeme: One Love....

Like Bob Marley, Bunny Wailer also appeals to a creation theology, with
fascinating consequences. And just as Marley's appeal to creation suggests
that the Creator cares for everyone, even self-serving "hopeless sinners," so
Bunny's appeal to creation opens up the boundaries of his perceptions of
God's concern. Thus, in "Wanted Children," a song permeated by creation
theology, Bunny evokes God's concern and care for two categories of persons
not typically addressed in mainstream reggae music.43 The first category is
children. The song affirms, at the outset, that there are ultimately (from
God's perspective) no unwanted children.

I see wanted children,
Crying from the backbone of their fathers.
Wanted children,
Longing for the bosom of their mothers.

The children are wanted precisely because God is their Creator. And the first
verse goes on to tell the story of the creation of the cosmos, using the lan-
guage of Genesis 1. The point it makes is that the created order (which man-
ifests God's creational intent) is "originary" or primordial, and therefore
exerts a normative claim on our lives.

These creations were here from the beginning
So accept them for what they're worth

And Bunny hints, in the last line of the first verse, at the ultimate direc-
tion the song will take: "As the freedom of a raging storm/ let the little
children born."

In the second verse we find a continuation of the creation story focusing
on the creation of humanity, who are granted dominion and the power to
be fruitful and fill the earth. Since children-the outcome of human fertil-
ity-are thus a gift from God, verse two ends with this poignant challenge:

So who are you to try them, price them, and sell them?
Who are you to slave them, and to kill them before them born?
Who are you to hunt them down, run them down, and gun them

down?
Who are you to judge them, and to put them to shame and scorn?

And this concern of Bunny with the well-being of children surfaces also in
one of the subtle changes he makes to the lyrics of "Get Up, Stand Up," in
his own recording of that song. Whereas Marley's version says twice "So
(And) now you see the light/ (you) stand up for your rights," and once "So
now we see the light/ we gonna stand up for our rights, and Tosh's has "we"
consistently, Bunny's version is quite different. This is what he sings:

Now that the children have seen the light
They're gonna stand up for their rights44

But Bunny Wailer makes another significant, even more subtle, change
in the lyrics to "Get Up, Stand Up." In the third verse (which is quite dif-
ferent in all three versions), one line is almost identical in the version of both
Marley and Tosh. Marley sings,

We know and we understand
Almighty God is a living man45

In Tosh's version this reference to Selassie is similar. He says, '~mighty Jah
is a living man." Bunny, however, makes two significant changes to this line.

We know and we'vegot to overstand
That the Creator is a living one

Besides the playful use of "overstand," the two crucial changes are that (1)
God is identified explicitly as Creator and (2) we have what seems to be an
intentional case of inclusive language. Now, lest it be suggested that on this
last point I am being overly subjectivistic-reading my own biases into the
song-let me point out that in the second verse of "Wanted Children," in
which he recounts the creation of humanity, Bunny intentionally mentions
both sexes twice. Not only is it explicitly "male and female" that Jah created,
but "to man and woman he gave all dominion/ over all creatures that lived
on creation." This inclusivity was quite unusual in male Caribbean con-
sciousness during the 1970s.46 I want to suggest, therefore, that here we find
manifested a concern-rooted in an appeal to God's creational intent-for
children and for women, both of whom are typically undervalued by
Caribbean (and Rastafarian) males.



But Bunny goes further still. For he has what is, to my knowledge, the
first reggae song that is concerned about ecology. On the 1977 album
Protest, we find the song "Scheme of Things," which speaks of the pollution
of the world in both spiritual and physical senses, and asks:

What are you doing toward the scheme of things?
What are your works to your brother beings?47

In other words, the alternative consciousness generated by appeal to cre-
ation, in these songs by Bunny Wailer and Bob Marley, involves seeing oth-
ers in a new light, since they also are created by God and therefore have
dignity and worth. Creation theology, in other words, can empower you to
stand up and speak out on behalf of, and fight for the rights of, others dif-
ferent from yourself. It can even cause you to love your enemies. But none
of this is strictly necessary. It does not work quite this way with Peter Tosh.
Take, for example, two songs by Tosh that appeal to creation. "Creation" and
"Igzialbher (Let Jab be praised)" utilize language from Genesis 1 and Psalm
104 respectively.48 Both songs, though beginning with language echoing
biblical creation texts, go on to quote various psalms describing God's sus-
tenance of the psalmist in the face of opposition. This reveals quite clearly
Tosh's strategy. For him, in these songs, creation functions to legitimate the
justice (and victory) of his own cause, in the face of his enemies. That is,
Tosh portrays the Creator as fundamentally on his side, aiding him in the
battle against his opponents.

Now this is all quite legitimate, up to a point. A problem surfaces when
this legitimate sense of God used to support one's own cause begins to re-
semble the Babylonian ideology represented in the Enuma Elish. It is quite
ironic that underlying many of Tosh's songs is a worldview.in which Tosh
himself has appropriated the stance of Babylon towards its enemies, a stance
that both in Babylonian times and in Tosh's lyrics claims divine legitimation
for the favored hero and destruction of the opponents. Something ofTosh's
aggressive "Babylonian" stance begins to surface in "Stepping Razor," a
stance that is, however, tempered by the song's humorous undertone.

If you eat asphalt
You better treat me good
If you drink lead soup
You better treat me good
I'm like a stepping razor
Don't you watch my size, I'm dangerous

Cause I know say bluntly you don't go through one fifth
of the tribulation whe' I go through
Like all now, only your name would be here to represent you49

Especially if placed in the context of the movie Rockers, where this song is
used ironically in a crucial scene (depicting the showdown between the suf-
ferers and oppressors), its sense of humor can be appreciated, whatever the
author's explicit intention. But the song ''I'm the Toughest" is an entirely dif-
ferent matter.

Anything you can do, I can do better
I'm the toughest
And I can do what you can't do
You never try to do what I do
I'm the toughest50

This song embodies what could only be described as a puerile attitude. It
reeks of schoolboy one-upmanship. But this attitude is transformed into
something more than puerile in Tosh's militant "Equal Rights," which con-
tains the following lines:

What is due to Caesar, you better give it unto Caesar
And what belong to I-an-I, you better give it up to 151

Note what identity Tosh appropriates for himself here. In a powerful call for
"equal rights and justice" he cites a text that recurs in three of the Gospels in
which Jesus contrasts coins with Caesar's image, which therefore belong to
the emperor, with people, who are stamped with the image of the Creator,
and thus belong to God.52 But Tosh places himself syntactically not in the
place of the image of the Creator, but directly in the Creator's own place by
his use of the first person singular pronoun. The alternatives are drawn not
between Caesar and God, but between Caesar and Tosh himself. And yet a
certain ambiguity is introduced by the use of both "1," which is singular, and
"I-an-I," which can be either singular or plural, thus allowing for the possi-
bility that Tosh is claiming a divine identity not simply for himself, but on
behalf of the entire Rastafarian community (or possibly all oppressed people).

There is no such ambiguity, however, in "I Am That I Am."
Don't underestimate my ability
Don't defamate my character
Don't belittle my authority
It's time you recognize my quality, ye-ah
I said: I Am That I Am-I Am, I Am, I Am53



Here Tosh appropriates nothing less than God's self-revelation to Moses in
Exodus 3:14 in order to assert his own unique identity over against that of
the listener, who is constantly exhorted in the song to acknowledge and rec-
ognize Tosh's importance and significance.

By attending to the large number of songs in Tosh's repertoire about being
alienated, estranged, misunderstood, and opposed on all sides and also to the
contours of his own life story-the Red X tapes are quite informative here--
the fact becomes clear that Tosh lived with a constant sense of outrage at the
injustice and oppression he felt he received, which led him to an essentially
adversarial stance towards others.54 "I Am That I Am" simply gives (inappro-
priate, even idolatrous) theological formulation to that stance, not only by
claiming the meaning of the tetragrammaton as the content of his own self-
identity, but by defining this (divine) identity in opposition to everyone else.
It is thus quite paradoxical that someone who appeals to the notion of "Baby-
Ion" to describe the dominant oppressive order should assume an identity
that essentially recapitulates the very self-understanding of historical Babylon
and especially of the Babylonian monarchy. According to this self-.under-
standing, Babylon (and the king as the image of God) stands in a unique,
privileged, divinely authorized (we might say self-righteous) opposition to the
enemies of the empire, who represent the forces of chaos and eviL55

In this connection, it is significant that liberation theologian Pedro Trigo
has warned that oppression can lead not only to disempowerment, which is
very common, but also to a stance of vengeful self-assertion, which absolu-
tizes those on the side of liberation while demonizing the oppressors. It is
even more significant, in light of Bunny Wailer's creation theology, that
Trigo also claims that a biblical faith in God as Creator can be a powerful
antidote both to disempowerment and to vengeful self-assertion in the face
of oppression. 56

What sort of resistance to evil, then, might a commitment to God as Cre-
ator of all (including the oppressor) engender? One example is Marley's radical
proclamation of forgiveness even for the "hopeless sinner" in "One Love/Peo-
ple Get Ready," appealing to creation ("as it was in the beginning") as a guide
for fighting "this Holy Armagiddyon." This attempt to not demonize those
who embody historical evil is also found in "So Much Things to Say."

I-an-I no come to fight flesh and blood,
But spiritual wickedness in high and low places.
So while they fight you down,
Stand firm and give Jah thanks and praises.57

With these words, Marley echoes the Pauline admonition in Ephesians 6 to
stand firm and pray in order to resist the devil. This admonition functions

as an important alternative to either acquiescence in the face of evil or the
enactment of human violence in response to evil.

In Bunny Wailer's case it is his song 'Magideon" (this is his spelling) that
illustrates his own, alternative mode of spirituality and resistance to evil,
even in apocalyptic times. The song paints the story of the world with large
strokes, from creation to eschaton, and describes the historical struggles we
experience in the present, which lead to the final judgment.

I see light fighting against darkness
Righteousness against evil
Right battling against wrong
Here come bondage struggling for freedom
But have patience I-Idren, have patience
Don't be burdened by reasons of tribulations
But have patience I-Idren, have patience
Remember the call of redemption
It says, Blessed are the poor
They shall inherit the earth
Blessed are the meek
They shall have new birth
Them that hunger and thirst after righteousness
Them alone shall be called blessed
In this ya Woe-de Woe-de Woe
It's the Amagideon
Taking place in-a Iration
In-a Iration58

Drawing on language from Jesus' beatitudes and from the book of Revela-
tion, Bunny counsels patient endurance and the humble pursuit of right-
eousness in the face of an apocalyptic battle of good and evil ('Magideon")
taking place in creation ("Iration"). The contrast with Tosh's use of creation
theology could not be starker. Whereas Tosh believes that he is naturally
aligned with the Creator and the forces of right in his battle against evil (in
effect-though not necessarily in intention-relegating Tosh's enemies to
the outer darkness, outside the legitimate realm of creation), Bunny is will-
ing to stand back and allow the battle to unfold, trusting the victory (and
the judgment) to God alone. 59

Having described various strategies for "resisting against the system" in
the Wailers' music, and particularly the divergence of ethical stances with
regard to the function of creation theology, it remains to note that this di-
vergence raises the important question of the ethical legitimacy of various
ways of resisting evil, a question that is existentially pressing for anyone en-
gaged in emancipatory praxis in a world of real, historical oppression.



Without answering this question in any definitive way, I would suggest that
there are pertinent biblical resources for addressing both our existential re-
sistance to evil and our alternative identity-formation in "Babylon."60

Let me, in conclusion, make a final comment about the subjectivity of
my thesis. As a biblical scholar attempting to formulate and articulate inter-
pretations of Wailers' songs that I have been living and working with at an
implicit level for a number of years, I have noticed a significant convergence
between my reading of how biblical texts-whether liberation narratives or
creation theology-participate in, and resist, ideology, on the one hand, and
my reading of similar strategies in the music of Bob Marley and the Wailers,
on the other. My initial sense was that my biblical scholarship, in particular
my research on the sociopolitical function of the imago Dei, must have in-
fluenced my interpretation of this music. But, of course, that isn't usually the
way it works. It is life that most fundamentally affects scholarship, and not
the other way around. This, taken together with the fact that I was listening
to Marley's music long before I ever began graduate biblical studies, leads me
to ask whether my reading of the imago Dei as ideology critique J;Ilight not
itself have been significantly shaped by the music of Bob Marley and the
Wailers. Not only does this seem to be the case, but it is quite appropriate
that it should be so.
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and. his dancehall "turn." Are these in some way connected to each other,
such that creation theology can serve to relativize the struggle against op-
pression? Or are there other factors to be taken into account, since neither
Marley's nor Tosh's appeal to creation seem to have led in this direction? Rel-
evant factors in Bunny's case include his well-known elusive, reticent per-
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of political topics, his theological/ethical stance, and his quite legitimate de-
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tyr, Says Bunny, Last of the Wailers," Sunday Gleaner [March 20, 1988]).
But these are questions, perhaps, for another essay.


